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LEFT PERFECT  RINGS  THAT ARE RIGHT PERFECT
AND  A  CHARACTERIZATION  OF STEINITZ  RINGS

WILLIAM  H.  RANT1

Abstract. A proof is given to show all flat left modules of a

ring are free if and only if the ring is a local ring with a left T-

nilpotent maximal ideal. We characterize left perfect rings whose

radical R has the property that IRn={0} for some positive integer

n if I is a finitely generated right ideal contained in R. We cite an

example of a left perfect ring which does not have this property.

It is shown that if the set of irreducible elements of a left perfect ring

is right J-nilpotent then the ring is right perfect.

Introduction. If R is the radical of a left perfect ring, an element of R

is called irreducible if it cannot be expressed as a product of two elements

of R. If R is the radical of a ring that is left and right perfect, we show

each element of R can be expressed as a product of irreducible elements.

It follows that a perfect ring having a finite set of irreducible elements is

right and left artinian and has a finite radical; furthermore if the ring is

a local ring with a nonzero radical, the ring is finite. Throughout this

paper we will assume that a ring has an identity element and that a module

is unitary.

Definition. Let F be a free left ^4-module having {uj}f=1 as a basis;

let {an}n=1 be a sequence in A and let G denote the submodule of F

generated by {u¡—a¡u¡+l}™=l. The pair Fand G will be denoted [F, {an}, G].

Lemma 1.   F/G is aflat left A-module.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that if / is a right ideal, IFr\G=IG.

If «je/FnG, set »« = 2í"=i X¿M¿ wun xiel-> and m=21ibi(ui—aiui+1) with

¿»¿6/4. Expanding and comparing coefficients, ¿>i=.Yi, b2=x2+b1al, • • • ,

bn=xnJrbn-\an~\' so b¿EI for i=\, 2, • • • , « and IFr\G=IG.

Notation. Let Ri={xeA:x does not have a right inverse} and R2=

{xeA :x does not have a left inverse}.
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Lemma 2. If each flat left A-module is projective, each nonunit is a

right zero divisor. Moreover, Ry=R2.

Proof. Let O^xcRy and let {an}™=1 be the constant sequence with

an=x. Consider [F, {an}, G]. Since FjG is flat, it is projective and G is

a direct summand of F. It follows from [1] that the sequence of principal

ideals {xnA}ñ=1 terminates, so xn=xn+1y for some yeA. Let n be the small-

est positive integer such that x"(l— xy)=0. Since xeRy, 1—xy^O. If

n=l, we are through. If «>1, x(xn~1(\—xy))=0 and xn~1(l—xy)^0.

Since each element of Ry is a right zero divisor, Ry=R2. The following

lemma is a verification of a well-known fact established in [1].

Lemma 3.   If M is aflat left module of a left perfect ring, M is projective.

Proof. From [1], M has a projective cover f:P-*M with X=ker(/)s

RP, where R is the radical of A. Since M is flat, KC\RP=RK. This gives

K=RK, so K={0} and M is projective.

Theorem 1. A is a local ring with a left T-nilpotent maximal ideal if

and only if each flat left A-module is free.

Proof. If A is a local ring whose maximal ideal is left T-nilpotent, A

is a left perfect ring. From Lemma 3, each flat left module is projective

and hence free.

For the converse let {an}"=1 be a sequence of nonunits of A and consider

[F, {an}, G]. For xeF denote by x the corresponding element of FjG.

Then {ük}k=1 is a system of generators for H=F\G with ük=akük+1. There-

fore any beH is of the form b=aün for some « with aeA. It follows that

b=aa„ün+1eAanH. Now H is free, and suppose b is an element of a basis B

of H. Then bEAanH gives \eAanA. This is impossible since an is a nonunit

and Ry=R2 (Lemma 2). Thus B has no elements and H={0}. Therefore

F=G, and expanding the relation ux= 2*=i bk(uk—akuk+x) gives ax ■ ■ ■ a„=

0. In particular any nonunit is nilpotent, so A is a local ring with left

T-nilpotent maximal ideal RX = R2 [3, Lemma 2].

Definition. Let A be a left perfect ring with radical R and let xeA.

Set h(x)=0 if xR={0}, otherwise set

h(x) = sup!«:**! ■ • ■ xn 5^ 0 for some x¡ eR}.

Lemma 4. Let A be a left perfect ring. If x, yeA, /¡(xj)_«(x) and

h(x+y)^h(x)+h(y).

Proof. Clearly h(xy)<h(x). If h(x+y)^0, (x+y)xxx2 ■ ■ ■ xnji0 for

some x(eR, so h(x)^.n or h(y)^.n, and

«(x + j) ^ max{«(x), h(y)} ^ h(x) + h(y).
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Theorem 2. If A is a left perfect ring with radical R, h(x)<co for

each xeR if and only if for each finitely generated right ideal I in R,

IRn = {0}for some positive integer n.

Proof. Let I=x1A + - ■ -+xnA be a right ideal in R. If y=Xiai+- • • +

xnanEl, h(y)^ma\{h(xiai)}f=1^max{h(xi)}i=i. If we set K=max{h(x¿}Z.1,

yRK+1={0}. For the converse let xeR and suppose «(x)_l. Since

(xA)Rn = {0} for some n, h(x)<oo.

In [1] Bass asked if IRn={0} for some «, if /is a finitely generated right

ideal in R, the radical of a left perfect ring. From [2, p. 117] there exists

a left perfect ring A with an element x in the radical R such that xA is

not nilpotent. Clearly (xA)Rn^ (xA)n^{0} for all «.

Theorem 3. Let A be a left and right perfect ring with radical R, each

element of R can be expressed as a product of irreducible elements.

Proof. Let O^xeR. If x is irreducible, we are through; otherwise

x=xly1 for some xu Vi£/v. If ji is not irreducible we have y1=x2y2 for

some x2, y2ER. Due to the left F-nilpotence of R we have x=xx • • ■ xnyn

for some «, with yn irreducible; so x can be expressed in the form r^px

with /»i irreducible. If rx is not irreducible, r1=r2/»2 with p2 irreducible.

Continuing this process we eventually have x=rnpn- ■ • px with the

elements p( and rn irreducible.

Theorem 4. Let A be a left perfect ring with radical R. A is right

perfect if R = {rsR : r is irreducible} is right T-nilpotent.

Proof. Let {a,-}£Li be a sequence in R. By induction we show any

nonzero product a„a„_i • • • ax can be expressed in the form a'npn • • -pu

with a'nsA and each pt irreducible. If «= 1, we refer to Theorem 3. Assume

arfln-\ ' ' ' Qi—a'nPn " ' p\ wun each pi irreducible and suppose an+lan ■ • •

ai^O. Since an+1a'nER, an+1a'n = apn+1 for some irreducible element p„+i.

Due to the right F-nilpotence of {/»J£Li we have a„ • • • a^O for some «.

Lemma 11 in [5] shows that if A is a left perfect ring with radical R

and R/R2 is finitely generated as a left (right) ^-module, then A is left

(right) artinian. Thus we have

Theorem 5. If A is a left perfect ring whose radical R has only a finite

set of irreducible elements, then A is left and right artinian and R is finite.

Moreover, if A is a local ring and /î#{0}, A is finite.

Proof. Since the set of irreducible elements R' is finite, clearly R/R2

is finite, so A is left and right artinian and ^={0} for some N. From

Theorem 3, each nonzero element of R can be expressed as a product of

at most TV—1 elements from R, so R is finite. It is easily seen that a local
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ring having a finite set of nonunits (but containing at least two elements)

is finite.

Definition. From [3], a ring is a left Steinitz ring if each linearly

independent subset of a free left module can be extended to a basis by

adjoining elements of a given basis.

It is known that A is a left Steinitz ring if and only if A is a local ring

with a left T-nilpotent maximal ideal. Hence A is a left Steinitz ring if and

only if A is a left perfect local ring. A commutative perfect ring is a direct

sum of a finite number of Steinitz rings [1]. It follows that a commutative

perfect ring is artinian if its maximal ideals are finitely generated.
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